Designing offline ac/dc switching power supplies, brick by brick
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In an effort to meet worldwide efficiency requirements, engineers are designing offline power supplies integrating high-efficiency switching-regulator-control circuits. This approach uses less copper and is thus less expensive than that of conventional linear supplies with large transformers and no control IC. Designing these offline switching power supplies, however, brings a difficult set of problems, including EMI (electromagnetic interference), inrush current, input-capacitor discharge, and universal-input requirements. There are various approaches to dealing with these issues.

Common design problems

Because these supplies radiate EMI into space and into the power cord feeding the supply, engineers often place differential and common-mode filters on the input circuit. The filter requires a Class X capacitor across the ac input. The failure of this type of capacitor cannot lead to electric shock but can cause safety problems if you disconnect the supply during high applied line voltage. You can discharge the capacitor with a parallel resistor, but this approach wastes power when the supply is working. Instead, you can use parts such as those in Power Integrations’ two-terminal CapZero family of automatic-X-capacitor-discharge ICs, which eliminate power losses but still allow power supplies to comply with safety standards.

You may also need Y capacitors, whose failure can lead to electric shock, from the line to earth ground. These capacitors reduce conducted EMI into the power cord, but large ones can trip ground-fault outlets and circuit breakers. You can solve radiated EMI into space with tight PCB (printed-circuit-board) layouts and by slowing any fast current transitions in the circuit (Reference 1). As a last resort, you can use shielding, which adds cost and may interfere with cooling.

Another problem that can occur when you are designing offline power supplies is their requirement for a large input capacitor, which in turn requires a large pulse of current that charges up the capacitor when you turn on or plug the supply into the wall. Using a large input capacitor reduces the input ripple to your switching stage but causes a greater inrush current, which can trip the ac circuit breaker feeding the supply, damage the rectifier diodes in the input section, or blow fuses in the input circuit. To mitigate these problems, you can add NTC (negative-temperature-coefficient) inrush limiters. When these inrush limiters are cold, they have a high resistance, limiting the inrush-current surge. In the hot state, the limiters have low impedance and allow the supply to deliver full power.
You must be careful when designing systems that have applied intermittent power because the input
could lose power. The switching supply would then drain the input capacitor in 100 msec.
Restoration of power while the NTC limiters are still hot could cause an unacceptable inrush. To
overcome this problem, use control chips with undervoltage lockout. These chips prevent the
switching supply from draining the input capacitor when the voltage reaches some threshold. You
can design your circuit so that the required energy to charge the input capacitor from this level to
line operating levels does not damage the supply or blow the circuit breakers, even if the NTC
limiter is hot.

Passive NTC limiters respond to ambient temperature. If your supply must work over large
temperature ranges, you face the difficult task of balancing all the requirements and keeping the
inrush current low (see sidebar “Testing your design”). Another way to solve the inrush-current
problem is to put a series FET or another transistor in the input stage (Figure 1 and Reference
2). If you properly size the FET, you can then slowly turn it on, operating it in its linear region and dissipating power. You must ensure that repeated turn-on or
turn-off events do not overheat the part.

You must ensure that a failed input capacitor can safely blow a fuse or melt a trace without catching
fire or causing a fire in another component. UL (Underwriters Laboratories) testing is primarily
about fire prevention. In addition to examining failure modes, UL can short-circuit your supply
output to observe whether it catches fire.

Although an undervoltage lockout keeps the input capacitors charged to reduce subsequent inrush
events, you cannot allow these capacitors to stay charged up indeﬁnitely. A constantly charged state
would present a safety hazard to service personnel. To deal with this problem, wire a resistor across
the capacitor; the resistor drains the capacitor’s charge within a few minutes but is a constant
power waste and drain on efﬁciency. To eliminate this efﬁciency loss, use a FET in series with the
resistor to disconnect it when the supply is on.

After solving the inrush problem, you must decide whether your supply accepts universal inputs. If it
does, it will work from worldwide line voltages and frequencies. These inputs can be as extreme as
85V at 60 cycles for Japan and 264V at 50 cycles for Europe. Wide input range causes problems
relating to the minimum pulse width at which your supply operates. As the input voltage increases, a
conventional PWM (pulse-width-modulated) switching power supply makes narrower pulses. At some
point, the pulses become so narrow that the power transistors spend most of their time ramping
high or low in their linear region. This linear region exposes the transistors to both signiﬁcant
voltage and signiﬁcant current, overheating the parts.

To solve the universal-input problem, add transistors to the front end to change the input from a
bridge-type rectifier to a push-pull type or use control ICs that support short rise and fall times.
These fast transitions may solve the overheating problem but at the expense of greater EMI.
Alternatively, you can address these wide input ranges using different topologies, such as PFM

Figure 1 This circuit, a recent EDN Design Idea, eliminates the losses of NTC inrush limiters.
You next must figure out how to power the control IC. The conventional way is to use a series-dropping resistor from the input dc bus to the control chip (Figure 2). Although simple, this scheme wastes a significant amount of power in the resistor. If the input bus is 264V ac, the rectified dc bus will be 373V.

Control chips operate at 10 or 20V and might consume 10 mA of current. The resistor wastes 353V times 10 mA, or 3.53W, of power. You can reduce this waste by using a small winding in the transformer to feed current to the chip once the supply starts up. This technique reduces but does not eliminate the current the supply draws from the dc bus. The wasted power violates the various “green” initiatives and regulations, such as Energy Star and other worldwide standards.

To eliminate the power loss in the start-up resistor, you have to either switch it out with an external FET or use a regulator chip that performs this task. Alternatively, you can use a chip from Power Integrations’ SenZero family, which steers current to any manufacturer’s chip. The chips require an external enable signal. Another option is to use a FET with a normally on depletion mode, such as the high-voltage PFETs from Supertex.

Once you have the control chip, you must select an output device. Regulator ICs have built-in power FETs, whereas controller ICs, which target use in tough ambient conditions, require that you add external FETs. Some designers use IGBTs (insulated-gate bipolar transistors) at powers greater than 1 kW. You can create cost-conscious, low-power designs using conventional bipolar transistors. The CamSemi C2471 chip, for example, controls inexpensive bipolar transistors. Power Integrations’ TopSwitch family integrates the FET on die with a 700V process, whereas Fairchild uses two dice in one package in its FPS product line. Fairchild also makes a complete line of controllers, as do Texas Instruments and STMicroelectronics. Using a controller requires you to select primary-switch transistors, such as those from Vishay, On Semiconductor, International Rectifier, STMicro, Ixys, Texas Instruments, and Renesas. Fairchild recently introduced its SupreMOS FETs with smaller die and cost for a given breakdown voltage.

You might want circuitry to soft-start the supply. If so, you must ensure that the soft-start works properly when power is intermittent. Most control ICs provide a soft-start function, and many regulators and controllers also have built-in protection features for overtemperature and overcurrent. Once external, protection features are now parts of the IC.

Other considerations

All of these design problems are just the start of the design process. You now must select a switching architecture. Part of this task might involve deciding to put the control chip on the secondary side to eliminate sending the feedback voltage over isolation boundaries and to enable synchronous rectification. Synchronous rectification allows you to replace the output diode with FETs that the control chip switches on and off at the proper times. Placing the control chip on the secondary side means, however, that you must send start-up power over the isolation boundary to get the chip working.
Another decision is whether to use current-mode or voltage-mode feedback. Current-mode feedback uses the current in the primary winding as the controlled parameter. This approach eliminates the reactive nature of the primary from the control loop and removes a pole associated with the primary inductance. Many engineers prefer current-mode control because, in this approach, the power supply has one dominant pole and exhibits better stability. Current-mode control also protects the switching transistor and measures current through the transistor at all times, preventing excessive currents that would damage the device. Many semiconductor companies have begun to tout ICs that use digital power. Chips that use digital PWM loops are popular in PFC (power-factor-correction) circuits because the fundamental control is 60 Hz, slow enough that almost any digital loop can keep up with it. Digital power is inherently neither superior to nor inferior to analog power. Deciding the internal architecture of the chip is a problem for the semiconductor company (Reference 3).
Companies such as iWatt have enjoyed high designer acceptance of their digital-power parts, but the parts’ features are more important than their control methods.

Most ac/dc power supplies need output regulation because it compensates for changes in output load and input line voltage. To regulate the output voltage, you must feed the signal back to the control chip. Most ac/dc supplies use an optocoupler such as those from Fairchild and Avago. The supplies add phase shift and can cause control problems. The optocoupler reduces the bandwidth of the control loop, reducing transient response. Many control chips replace the optocoupler with a sense winding on the transformer. This scheme cannot hold as tight a regulation but does achieve 5% output accuracy. However, iWatt claims that its proprietary primary-sense algorithms can improve accuracy beyond that level. “Cell-phone chargers need tighter control than you can achieve with competing primary-sensing schemes,” says Zahid Rahim, iWatt’s vice president and general manager.

Alternatively, you can send the analog voltage across the isolation boundary with a delta-sigma modulator, such as those from Avago. As another alternative, you could represent the output voltage as a digital value and send it across the boundary with a digital isolator (Reference 4). These alternatives are costly, however, and create phase lags that reduce the control-loop bandwidth. Another approach is to place the control chip on the secondary side and let it control the primary side across the isolation boundary. In that case, you must send isolated start-up power to the chip. You can achieve tighter voltage regulation if the control chip is on the secondary side, according to Richard Garvey, an application manager at Texas Instruments. You need not send the output-voltage feedback across an isolation boundary.

If your design has high power levels or low output voltages, you might want to replace the secondary-side diodes with synchronous FETs. You can control the power supply with the chip on the primary and send the secondary control over the isolation boundary. Texas Instruments’ UCC28250 power-supply chip operates in this way. Alternatively, a secondary rectification circuit, such as International Rectifier’s IR11672AS secondary-side-driver IC, can sense the power delivery and run independently of the primary control loop.

**Architecture abundance**
When designing a switching power supply, you’ll find an abundance of available architectures for your design. The architectures include both fixed-frequency PWM and variable-frequency architectures. Among the fixed-frequency architectures is the flyback converter, a classic ac/dc switching power supply (Figure 3). A flyback converter transfers energy when the primary transistor switch is off. Closing a transistor switch allows current to build up in a transformer. When the current is flowing into the primary windings, the diodes on the secondary side block current, and the secondary windings deliver no current to the output. Turning off the input transistor causes the voltage at the drain node to fly to a value higher than the dc input bus. The voltage goes high enough to damage the transistor, so you must limit the excursion of the drain node with a snubber (references 5 and 6).

Flyback power supplies provide good tracking between multiple outputs. Thus, if you regulate a 5V rail with feedback to the control chip, the ±12V rails stay fairly close to their nominal values despite varying loads. On the other hand, flyback converters tend to emit more EMI and have worse transient response than do other topologies. The architecture must build current in the primary before it can respond to an output load change, so the switching frequency is a fundamental limit on the transient output response. Fairchild, Texas Instruments, STMicro, Power Integrations, and many other vendors make dozens of flyback control ICs.

When your design reaches power requirements of approximately 60W, you should consider using a forward converter, which transfers power to the output and switches the energy into the primary side. Forward converters, including push-pull devices, have lower secondary ripple current and better efficiency than flyback converters, and they respond more quickly to transient-load changes. They also can employ a smaller transformer for a given power because they need not store an entire cycle’s energy in the core.

Flyback and forward converters have served the industry for decades, but recent eco-friendly initiatives have made them less attractive because they rarely provide more than 85% efficiency. As a result, control chips that support multiple architectures, such as Power Integrations’ HyperPFS, have flourished. The chip incorporates PFC and a semi-irresonant, asymmetrical, two-switch forward topology.
You can achieve 93% efficiency at 200 to 500W power levels using an asymmetrical half-bridge topology (Figure 4). This architecture suits use in designs having output voltages lower than 24V (Reference 7). The fixed-frequency PWM circuit eases input- and output-filter design by combining series capacitors with the transformer and a series inductor. The inductor can be the transformer’s leakage inductance or a discrete inductor, which adds cost and space but has a more predictable value. The asymmetrical half-bridge has a secondary-side output inductor that provides lower ripple current to the output capacitors, making it more attractive for low-voltage or high-current supplies.

For power levels greater than 500W, you should consider a full-bridge architecture using four MOSFETs. This approach fully uses the transformer’s windings because it excites the primary with both polarities. The downside of this circuit is that it places stress on the FET switches. One approach to this problem is to use a phase-shifted full-bridge topology (references 8, 9, and 10). You accomplish this task by adding capacitors and fast-recovery diodes across the four FETs. Alternatively, you could use a FREDFET (fast-recovery epitaxial-diode field-effect transistor). You then use a control IC, such as the TI UCC2895 or UCC28950, which adds secondary-side rectification.

Another class of offline converters regulates the output by varying the pulse frequency. Vicor decades ago pioneered the series-resonant architecture, which, like other varying-frequency architectures, is more complex and more efficient than the fixed-frequency types (Figure 5). FETs usually switch in 0V or 0A modes, so these supplies emit less EMI and put less stress on the switches. A sine wave excites the transformer, requiring a tank circuit in the primary side. The sine wave has few harmonics, yielding fewer losses in the transformer. A downside of these devices’ broad frequency range is that it is more difficult to design input- and output-filtering circuits for them.

Another variable-frequency architecture includes quasiresonant flyback supplies (Reference 11). You can improve these supplies’ efficiency to 88%, and you can add a capacitor across their FETs to make the supplies resonant. This capacitor reacts with the transformer’s leakage inductance to form a resonant tank. The circuit benefits from 0V or 0A FET switching. The control IC ensures that the transformer’s primary current always returns to 0A. For this reason, the circuit’s frequency changes with the load. By operating at the boundary or the transition mode, at which the primary current has reached 0A, the devices eliminate reverse-recovery loss in the output rectifier. A plethora of control ICs are available, including TI’s UCC28610, Power Integrations’ PLC810PG, and CamSemi’s CC2163.
The LLC (inductor/inductor/capacitor) switching power supply is a true resonant architecture (Figure 6 and references 12, 13, and 14). You operate the circuit at a frequency at which the tank is inductive. Lower frequencies see less impedance and deliver more power, and lower loads create an increase in frequency. LLC devices include Fairchild’s FSFR2100 regulator and FAN7621 controller and International Rectifier’s IRS27951S.

No magic

The many challenges inherent in designing offline switching power supplies are daunting. If you are new to switching-power-supply design, you should not start with offline switchers because they involve significant safety hazards. On the other hand, there is no magic to them. Look at other designs for inspiration (Figure 7). Prowl the electronics-salvage yards and find a supply that outputs 300W; you could use that supply’s transformer to make your own 300W device. Try changing the architecture or increasing the switching frequency to see what happens. Playful experimentation will bring the intuition and experience you need to design offline switchers.

Engineers who take on a design challenge often risk their safety to design high-voltage circuits. They enjoy the difficulties of understanding reactive circuits that behave in a nonintuitive manner. They read, study, and keep up with developments, and they often enjoy making the world a better place by squeezing every last percentage point of efficiency from a design. You are not alone. The vendors’ application engineers will help you conceive, build, and test your ac/dc power supply.
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